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Thesis Abstract
Critics including Alicia ostriker and Diana Hume George
believe Anne sexton's poetic quest for God to be a failure.
Ostriker asserts that sexton's

pursuit of a loving God in whom

she can have faith ends merely as "a heroic failure."

Her

statement echoes George's description of the "pathetic end of
Anne Sexton's quest for the Father."

These critics view Sexton's

quest through the perspective of orthodox Christianity's
patriarchal system.

However, while sexton seeks a Father figure

who will not oppress her but rather save her from self
destruction, she redefines her "religion" and God to include
women.

She merges with Jesus in Live or Die to become a female

Christ-figure endowed with the miraculous abilities attributed to
the Son of God as a means of finding God.

sexton successfully

finds her God in The Awful Rowing Towards God, exulting in her
triumph.
Sexton's quest is divided into three major stages.

Chapter

one of this study details the beginning of her quest in her book,
To Bedlam and Part Way Back (1960), when she attributes God's
omnipotence to her psychiatrist, Dr. Martin Orne.

She seeks

salvation from her suicidal tendencies, believing Dr. Orne can
"save" her from this sin.

Chapter Two describes both Sexton's

mergence with Christ in her attempts to gain and understand the
spiritual and her first creation of a female deity.

Her books,

All My Pretty ones (1962) and Live or Die (1966) show the
development of Sexton's becoming Christ and using His abilities
to save life and stall death.

However, in The Book of Folly

(1972), sexton examines Christ, not as a persona, but as a
fable's character and she rejects Him because of His masculinity
and humanity.

The fleshly Christ is a man, sexual and violent in

His actions, not the traditional peaceful figure who symbolizes
Heavenly calm.

Chapter Three details the quest's final stage in

The Awful Rowing Towards God (1975) in which sexton successfully
finds her God.

Although she makes Him to be flesh, she does not

approach Him as one of her lovers with seductive intentions.

on

the contrary, she entrusts her life and destiny to Him and revels
in this form of faith.

The Conclusion reveals what critical

studies remain necessary for a full understanding of the
complexity of Sexton's religious search.
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Introduction
Anne sexton continually sought a God accepting of her
faults, especially her suicidal nature and mental instability.
During the course of her career, she eventually created a
divinity who was outside the boundaries of orthodox Christianity.
She first began her quest by seeking God through the healing
powers of her therapist, Dr. Martin Orne, then by merging with
and becoming Christ, and finally by searching for her own
personally conceived God.
As a child, Sexton's religious upbringing was to attend
church without any devout purpose.

Diane Middlebrook, her

biographer, explains that sexton's parents, Ralph and Mary Gray
Harvey, "kept a sophisticated distance from religious enthusiasm.
This was an attitude Anne was to share; she wasn't a joiner" (8).
Furthermore, in an interview with Barbara Kevles, Sexton
described herself and her "religious training" as "Half-assed
Protestant" (104).

She rejected Christianity's conventionalism,

stating in her interview with Gregory Fitz Gerald that she
objected to "•.•orthodox traditional religion.•••
don't know about it" (193).

Because I

This rejection was based not only on

her lack of desire for church ceremony, but also because
Christians have "no understanding of 'sin' except as the church
teaches and knows it" (146).

Despite her lack of conventional

Christian upbringing, sexton believed herself to be very
spiritual.

In a letter to Claire s. Degener, dated March 29,

1966, she wrote,

11 • • •

I am pretty God Damn [sic] religious if you
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want to look at it.
in the sky.

once I thought God didn't want me up there

Now I am convinced he does" (285-286).

She created

her own form of religious denomination, borrowing the Christian
God and Christ as the primary figures who control the world.

Her

Higher Powers deviated from the traditional, male God of
Christianity in that hers lacked gender.

Although she referred

to God in her poetry by using the stereotypical "He," she
selected a topic titled "'God Is a Woman'" when preparing a
commencement speech for Regis College (Middlebrook 350).
Although this speech was neither delivered nor published in any
of her collections, the title displays her attempts to redefine
the stereotypical male God.

Furthermore, Linda Gray Sexton, the

eldest daughter, explains in searching for Mercy street that her
mother believed
mother"' (175).

11

• • •

God might even be a woman, 'a consecrating

This effort to demonstrate a female goddess's

power is revealed, for example, in the 1966 poem, "Somewhere in
Africa," in which she creates a female demi-god who will take her
dead mentor, John Holmes, to the after-life.

In this poem,

Sexton invokes a tribal, Amazonian goddess to bring Holmes' body
to his final resting place.

She entrusts the wild and sensuous

female deity with her teacher's spirit to find his resting place,
as opposed to the Christian male God.

Sexton's restructuring of

Christianity allowed her to design her own beliefs which, in
turn, permitted her to merge with Christ.
However, as sexton constructed her religion, she continually
questioned the existence of God and His Son.

She would move from

..
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one belief to another, using her letters to explore personal
doubts regarding the reality of God.

In a letter to W. D.

Snodgrass, dated February 1, 1960, she states, "I certainly don't
believe in God•••and that is rather sad of me"

(98).

This

denial, however, was more in reference to Ruth Soter, a recent
Catholic convert, who had pressed sexton to perform the rite of
confession and who was eventually the subject of the 1962 poem,
"With Mercy for the Greedy."

Again, Sexton was not necessarily

rejecting God so much as she was denying the image presented by
an orthodox religion and the traditional dogma linked to it.

To

Brian Sweeney, on November 24, 1960, she wrote, "If [Christ] is
the God/man, I would feel a hell of a lot better•.•Of course,
there's a God, but what kind is he?

Is he our kind?" (369).

The

final question is key because sexton was not searching either for
the God who rejects women because of their sexuality or who lacks
concern for the people living on earth.

Rather, she wanted a God

with whom "the despised must have their place in the order of
things, �owning a star• .•. without the stain of evil" (Middlebrook
351).

Sexton's mental problems, which led to her uncontrollable

depressions, emotional breakdowns, and suicide attempts, required
her to create a God who could assist her in countering these
difficulties.

She needed "order," which God could provide, to

offset her unstable mental disposition.
Therefore, since sexton redefined the orthodox religion and
instead created a new divinity whom she attempts to keep outside
gender stereotypes, her relationship with God and Christ
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necessitated uniqueness.

Linda Gray Sexton explains that by the

end of her mother's life, Sexton ".•. turned increasingly to God
for succor:

God did not chastise or criticize... God was as

easily found in the leaves outside her window or in the voice of
the radio that played incessantly beside her bed as in a church"
(175).

Sexton did not seek God within church or a place of

worship; rather, she found Him within the natural world or
through secular, material objects.
Her relationship with Christ was also unique in that she did
not desire the typical, blind-faith link to Him which Christians
have.

In a letter to Brother Dennis Farrell, dated March 28,

1963, she explained she wanted

11 • • •

a relationship to Christ that

it wouldn't seem anyone could get out HERE" (158).

Her

redefinition of religion and the trinity demanded an unusual bond
between the Higher Powers and herself as poet.

By changing

Christianity's orthodox traditions and beliefs, sexton developed
the need for a resurrection which was crucial for her union with
Christ.

In Live or Die (1966), she becomes a Christ figure so

that she might have the power to live after death.

In the

Barbara Kevles interview, sexton stated, "When I was Christ, I
felt like Christ.

My arms hurt, I desperately wanted to pull

them off the Cross"(104).

sexton's relationship to both Father

and Son was not limited to the common practices deemed
appropriate by the Bible for a proper wife.

Rather, she

attempted to experience them on more personal levels, either by
attributing transcendency to various people (her mother and her
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therapist) or by merging with them, questing for their divinity.
As opposed to being confined to traditional female roles, Sexton
became a holy figure learning of and loving her own God.
Critical examinations of Sexton generally center either on
feminist or confessional aspects of her poetry.

Jane McCabe, for

example, focuses on Sexton and her poetic discussion of
womanhood.

McCabe explains that sexton is not a feminist,

arguing that " .••like so much poetry by contemporary women,
Sexton 's poems about personal experience often point to larger
issues; although she does not necessarily offer any solutions,
many of her poems isolate and describe the difficulties of being
a woman in her society" (217).

Richard Howard discusses Sexton 's

approach to taboo topics, including mental illness, ''madness,
disease, death, and violence" (199).

He compares her to Pearl of

Nathaniel Hawthorne 's novel The Scarlet Letter, explaining how
sexton, similar to Pearl, broaches and openly discusses topics
society wishes to hide.

Both J. D. McClutchy and Robert Boyers

define and explain sexton 's confessionalism by comparing and
contrasting her to Robert Lowell, one of her teachers and the
premiere confessional poet of the generation.

McClutchy

describes confessionalism as ''the process of exorcism and the
plea for absolution" (248), thereby allowing for the damaged
personality to heal.

Boyers describes Sexton 's confessional

technique, declaring that she

11 • • •

is painfully direct, and she

refuses to keep her meaning at a tolerable distance'' (205).
However, both Mcclutchy and Boyers agree that Sexton falls short
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of the confessional type established by Lowell.

Boyers suggests

Sexton's poetic techniques and mechanics are not employed as
precisely as Lowell's.

He still, however, describes her 1966

book, Live or Die, as "the culmination, indeed the crowning
achievement, of the confessional mode" (204).
Although the general critical focus of sexton's poetry
revolves around her confessional or feminist techniques, Alicia
Ostriker and Diana Hume George lead the analysis of sexton's
religious poetry; they compare sexton's God to other character
types which she developed over the course of her career,
including the father, the mother, the witch, the dirty old man
(frequently often linked to the father), and the lover.
ostriker and George believe Sexton's quest for God to be a
failure.

They cite the ending of The Awful Rowing Towards God

(1975), in which sexton locates a God, but one who is not the
loving, forgiving, and accepting God she seeks.

Furthermore,

these critics, discussing the poems from All My Pretty ones
(1962) and Live or pie (1966), conclude that Sexton merely
identifies with Christ, not merges.

The critical explanation of

"identification" means only to possess a sympathetic
understanding or comprehension of a person or being's trauma;
ostriker and George suggest sexton empathizes with the dying
Christ because of the agony he sustains.

They do not, however,

believe she merges with Christ because of the poet's inability to
attain the spiritual.
The Christ identification stems from sexton's understanding

'
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of Christ's suffering during the crucifixion.

Ostriker writes

that "Prior to the Book of Folly (1972), in occasional poems
dealing with Christ, Sexton had evidently identified with him as
sufferer and public performer" (13).

Her statement reinforces

George's assertion that "Sexton could not identify with the risen
Christ but only with the dying Christ"(63).

Sexton and Christ,

she asserts, both embraced their deaths willingly, knowing the
final outcome.

Furthermore, Christ's agony during the

crucifixion spoke to Sexton and the mental anguish resulting from
her emotional problems.

However, these critics believe that

Sexton finally understood neither the dead nor the resurrected
Christ because of her inability to move from the material to the
spiritual.
The Awful Rowing Towards God (1975) constitutes the final
stage in sexton's quest for God and salvation.

Both Ostriker and

George claim that quest failed, in part, because of the God which
Sexton creates, arguing that sexton must redefine Christianity
because it "•••represses the feminine and debars femininity from
direct participation.•• " in the traditional sense of worship and
ceremony (George 18).

She recognizes the inability of

contemporary women to possess any major role within the religious
setting, outside of motherhood and wifehood, as following the
example of the Virgin Mary.

Therefore, Sexton's God must love

women, despite the fall from Grace in the Garden of Eden because
of Eve's influence over Adam.

However, sexton cannot avoid

giving God the personal pronoun of "He"; therefore, Ostriker and
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Hume consider the quest failed.

George explains that "Neither

God nor man will ever forgive woman His ignominious source
between her thighs--nor may she forgive herself in Sexton's
world" (77) •

In her mind, sexton's sexual attraction to as well

as her infidelity with her close male friends became a
pesonification of her evil.

Furthermore, God's masculinity,

combined with her sensual behavior, would lessen His power
because of the threat of possible carnal interaction.

Ostriker

reinforces this idea, asserting, "What defeats sexton is in part
a sense of her evil •.." (15).

Sexton rarely had a relationship

with a man which did not include some form of sexual attraction
or tension.

Therefore, God's combination of spirit and flesh is

another point of controversy regarding the quest's outcome.
Ostriker claims that "Sexton wants to imagine God as
simultaneously transcendent and immanent within all flesh.

He is

a jigsaw puzzle with thousands of pieces, 'dressed up' like a
whore, an old man, a naked child, present within all domestic
routines and especially present within human sexuality" (15).
Because of the Flesh-God, these critics argue that Sexton's quest
must fail.

She is unable to move from the material to gain the

immaterial.
However, Sexton does merge with Christ, as is apparent
through her poetry and reinforced through the letters and
interviews.

She adopts the personal pronoun "I" and alludes to

herself as being the sacrificial being sent to save either
humanity or herself.

In The Awful Rowing Towards God, moreover,
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Sexton also discards her seductress persona and seeks God merely
for spiritual reassurance, triumphing because the God of her
creation physically exists.

It is not necessarily the features

of God for which she seeks; rather, she searches for the
spiritual benefits which are delivered, including peace and
salvation, once God has been found.

sexton's God is not limited

because of His flesh, which could make Him human; on the
contrary, He is still capable of miracles and impossible feats.
Furthermore, Sexton does not endow Him with genitalia, her
ultimate traitor.

on the contrary, although there is the gender

type "He" linked to her God, she makes no sexual connection.
sexton appropriately finds her God during the final stage of
her quest.

She initially seeks Him through her therapist Dr.

Martin Orne, the healer of her mental disabilities.

Next, she

merges, not identifies, with Christ, as a means of having the
ability to "save" herself from suicide and gain a benevolent
after-life.

Finally, after rejecting the human, male Christ,

Sexton seeks a God who transcends gender stereotype and
physicality, redefining orthodox Christianity, which she has
rejected, in favor of a God made in her own image.
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Chapter One
To Bedlam and Part way Back (1960) presents the quest's
first stage in which sexton seeks God's healing powers through
her therapist, Dr. Martin Orne.

Middlebrook explains that orne's

"most important role was to help her find ways to rechannel her
impulses, to analyze--without merely intellectualizing--the
private meanings coded in significant gestures and inner states"
(44).

When she initially began writing poems, he countered one

suicide attempt by stating, "'You can't kill yourself, you have
something to give.

Why, if people read your poems they would

think, There's somebody else like me!
(Middlebrook 43).

They wouldn't feel alone"'

In the Kevles interview, sexton reminisces

about that comment made by Orne; she explains how "My doctor
encouraged me to write more.

'Don't kill yourself,' he said.

'Your poems might mean something to someone else someday.•

That

gave me a feeling of purpose, a little cause, something to do
with my life, no matter how rotten I was" {Sexton 84).

By

providing her with an audience, Orne enabled Sexton to see the
purpose of her writing:

to reach individuals suffering from

similar problems, including uncontrollable depression.

Orne

inspired and encouraged sexton to develop her poetic impulses in
order to explore her mental illness and to heal herself, despite
her sexual attraction for him.

sexton recognized his ability to

cure others and herself; therefore, she perceived him as God-like
with his ability to understand her psychologically and
poetically.
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Orne was the son of Dr. Martha Brunner-Orne, sexton's first
therapist, who also treated Sexton's father "for alcoholism"
(Middlebrook 26).

In August 1956, because Dr. Brunner-Orne was

on vacation, Sexton began seeing Orne, beginning her eight-year
treatment with him (34).
year older than she.

Martin Orne was twenty-nine and only a

He had a M.D. from Tufts University, was

finishing his Ph.D. in psychology from Harvard, and working as a
resident in psychiatry at Massachusetts Mental Health Center
(41).

When he first encountered Sexton, she had been diagnosed

with postpartum depression following the birth of her second
child the previous year (Middlebrook xiv).

However, he noted

that she was exhibiting the symptoms of schizophrenia.

He

realized, moreover, that these characteristics resulted not
because of this mental disorder, but rather from the fact she was
staying in the same room as two other schizophrenic patients.
This observation, as well as those from subsequent therapy
sessions during which Sexton would not remember the discussion
from the previous meetings, forced orne to conclude that
Anne's core problem was that she suffered from a severe
difficulty of memory.

While to some extent each of us

is selective in what we remember, Anne's selectivity
was extreme in the sense that she literally remembered
nothing of relevance from one session to the next.
short, for this and other reasons, it was clear that
she had a condition that traditionally was known as
hysteria. (Middlebrook

XV)

In
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He determined this disorder when "the diagnostic.•• indicated that
she was hysteric in the classic sense:

like a chameleon, she

could adopt any symptom" (39).
At the onset of her therapy, Orne sought means to empower
sexton so that she might lose her sense of insecurity and
inability.

He quickly comprehended her lack of desire to be the

stereotypical "good wife and mother" (Middlebrook xiii).

Sexton

herself confirmed this in her interview with Patricia Marx in
which she stated,
I was a victim of the American Dream, the bourgeois,
middle-class dream.

All I wanted was a little piece of

life, to be married, to have children.

I thought the

nightmares, the visions, the demons would go away if
there was enough love to put them down.

I was trying

my damnedest to lead a conventional life, for that was
how I was brought up, and it was what my husband wanted
of me.

But one can't build little white picket fences

to keep nightmares out. (Sexton 84)
Orne therefore decided that at the beginning of the therapy
sessions to focus

11 • • •

on Anne's developing her skills, suggesting

among other things that she begin writing about her experiences
in order to help other patients" (Middlebrook xiii).

He used her

writing to combat her lack of self-confidence and her persistent
belief that she had nothing to offer the world.

Initially, when

he "pressed her to think hard about what she might be able to do,
she finally revealed that there was only one thing that she might

.....
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possibly be capable of doing well--to be a good prostitute and to
help men feel sexually powerful" (Middlebrook xiii).

However,

Orne tapped into Sexton's creativity, encouraging her to write
and noting that "Once Anne was assured that she really was able
to write poetry, she almost could not stop.
became the driving force" (xiv).

Writing poetry

In the Marx interview, Sexton

described Orne's commandment for her to write.

She responded to

the question of what caused her to begin writing so late in life
by stating, "Well, it was actually personal experience, because I
had had a nervous breakdown, and as I was recovering I started to
write, and I got more and more serious about it, and I started
out writing almost a poem a day.
twenty-nine" (Sexton 70).

It was kind of rebirth at

Quite simply, she believed in Orne,

Middlebrook explains that "Dr. Orne's judgement carried weight
with her, partly because during her hospitalization at Westwood
Lodge she had met another of his patients, a talented musician,
and she had gathered (mistakenly) that he specialized in treating
creative people" (42).

sexton trusted orne•s words so heavily

that her dependance verged on worship.
At the beginning of the therapy, two sessions were scheduled
per week (Middlebrook 44).

However, in early 1957, sexton

encouraged Orne ''to see her in therapy more frequently than twice
a week.

He agreed to add one extra session per week on the

condition that she earn the money to pay for it ••. " (Middlebrook
53).

Orne not only assisted in developing the future poet, but

he also forced Sexton, a generally shy and extremely nervous
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woman when encountering challenging situations such as attending
poetry classes or giving readings, to become independent.

He

supported her through the years of a tumultuous marriage in which
fights generally erupted into physical confrontations, or
constant mood swings led to suicide attempts.

He recognized

sexton's need for an active support system, which she did not
receive from her family.

Even after he left Boston in September

1964 to accept "an attractive research and teaching opportunity

at the University of Pennsylvania Medical school and the
Institute of Pennsylvania Hospital in Philadelphia,'' Orne
continued to have therapy sessions with sexton when he would
occasionally return to Boston (213).

Although sexton began

seeing another psychiatrist, Dr. Frederick Duhl, Orne recognized
that she was not healing as well as she might.

He later

discovered she was having an affair with her therapist, a
situation which Orne explained, " ••• undermined her crucial
relationship with her husband, thereby depriving Anne of what had
been a vital interpersonal support" (Middlebrook xviii).
Following the termination of both the therapy sessions and the
affair, Sexton saw a female therapist, Dr. constance Chase.
However, the new psychiatrist refused to allow Orne to visit with
Sexton.

He concluded:

"Sadly, if in therapy Anne had been

encouraged to hold on to the vital supports that had helped her
build the innovative career that meant so much to her and others,
it is my view that Anne sexton would be alive today" (xviii).
Because the final psychiatrist destroyed Sexton's relationship
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with Orne and because she had gone through a divorce, Orne
believed that she had lost the fundamental backing which she
desperately needed, ultimately causing her suicide.

His god-like

ability to heal her, or assist in the healing process was
prevented by another therapist who terminated her sessions with
Sexton because of the poet's mental illness.
Under Orne's direction, sexton wrote her poetry to confront
and exorcise the mental illness which had caused uncontrollable
bouts of depression and suicide attempts.

In her writings, she

not only explored her emotional instability but also examined her
identity through her life experiences and personae.

In "Her

Kind," for example, from To Bedlam and Part way Back, sexton
describes a poetic character, the witch, identifying with her in
the final stanzaic line of "I have been her kind" (15).

"Her

Kind," Middlebrook attests, was a poem "to tap the constraints
women felt in conforming to prevailing feminine stereotypes,
perhaps because [Sexton] was developing her art under the
psychological influence of a mother identified not with self
sacrifice but with writing" (113).

Furthermore, Linda Gray

sexton explains how sexton considered "Her Kind" "her signature
poem" (160).

The poem's character is "a possessed witch/haunting

the black air, braver at night;/dreaming evil" (15).

The

discussion of the witch-woman and her "evil" displays Sexton's
perception of herself, although it excludes the mental illness
from which she suffers.
"You, Doctor Martin" not only details sexton's struggle with
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her emotional problems but also discusses a variety of concerns,
including a description of the mental asylum where sexton had
been placed, her self-perception, orne•s role as therapist, and
the need for sanity within "Bedlam."

sexton characterizes

herself as the "queen of this summer hotel/or the laughing bee on
a stalk" (To Bedlam and Part Way Back 3).

The "summer hotel" is

the mental institution; however, the reference to the bee
reinforces the evil imagery linked to herself because of her
womanhood and mental illness.

Against this evil, Sexton's

savior, Orne, becomes the "god of our block, prince of all the
foxes" whose "third eye/moves among us and lights the separate
boxes/where we sleep or cry" (3-4).

She refers to his mind's eye

and his ability to probe within her own intellect to discover
hidden grievances or pains.

Through this skill, sexton believes

Orne can both cure her of the mental stimuli affecting her
illness and deliver her from evil.
This need or belief is catalogued in "Kind Sir:
Woods."

These

In the final stanza, sexton explains her fears:
Opening my eyes, I am afraid of courseto look--this inward look that society scornsStill, I search in these woods and find nothing worse
than myself, caught between the grapes and the thorns.
(S)

She cannot mentally examine herself because of the negative
reinforcement from her husband and her family (particularly her
parents).

However, she realizes her entrapment within the
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anguish, referred to as "thorns."

To reach the "grapes," she

must find the median between normality and stability, on the one
hand, and herself and her mental illness, on the other hand.
Therefore, she must locate the God-like person who offers
salvation from her emotional instability.
Sexton discusses the necessity for this figure in "Music
swims Back to Me," in which she explains her need for escape from
both the mental institution and her own illness.

To the nameless

man, probably Orne, she asks "Which way is home?"

"Home"

represents both the mental and physical refuge from the asylum
and the turbulent home with Alfred "Kayo" sexton, her husband,
and her children.

She describes the asylum as a place where

things have their particular places, shown by images of physical
restraints and bars over the window.
nature itself is restricted:

In the second stanza,

"even the stars were strapped in

the sky/and that moon too bright/forking through the bars to
stick me" (7).

sexton herself is also a physical prisoner, for

"They lock me in this chair at eight a.m." (7).

These images of

physical restraint parallel the idea of her being mentally
imprisoned by her illness, unable to function in a manner
appropriate to society.

Desiring release from the torment of the

depressive states resulting from her illness, she seeks her
therapist, Orne, whose God-like power can grant escape or provide
refuge from both the institution and her mental illness.

"Said

The Poet to the Analyst" then describes sexton's relationship to
her doctor.

In the first stanza, she explains that "My business

111111111111
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is words," and she parallels this statement in the second stanza
with "Your business is watching my words" (12).

While the un

named critic might represent a literary analyst or editor, Orne
was the first person to truly reinforce and approve of Sexton's
poetic efforts.

He applauded and encouraged her to use her poems

as a means of self-exploration and discussion.

Furthermore, as a

therapist, he monitored Sexton by analyzing her words to gauge
her illness's progression or deterioration.

orne•s healing

powers evidenced themselves not through the therapy sessions, but
rather through his commandment for Sexton to write.

Sexton's

family, however, believed her mental illness and poetic
inspirations were a hoax, not to be taken seriously.

Linda Gray

Sexton explains how her father, Kayo, "resented Mother's writing
about as much as he resented her psychotherapy:

he didn't

understand either, and they both took her away from him" (Sexton
85).

Furthermore, sexton's own father, Ralph Churchill Harvey,

did not accept her as a poet with ability.

Harvey compared her

to Mary Gray Staples Harvey, sexton's mother, with whom sexton
felt in competition at her career's onset.

Between December 1956

and December 1957, sexton gave Mary several poems as a gift.
Mary's response was to begin contending with sexton to be
recognized by the family as a poet and not her daughter. Yet,
despite the lack of encouragement from family members, Orne
counseled Sexton to write poetry as a means of purging her
depression over her dysfunctional family and the socially
dictated role of loyal and loving wife, which she could not
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fulfill.
By facilitating Sexton's poetry, Orne became a healing,
trustworthy figure.

Her letters would frequently mention Orne

and his therapy lessons.

The most continuously discussed topic

pertained to her failure.

w.

In a letter dated October 11, 1960, to

D. Snodgrass, she wrote, "My Dr. says I am obsessed with the

fear of failure and so don't send out my poems now as they might
not be any good.
great.

And so it goes••••

I am tired of trying to be

My Dr. says I will have to learn how to fail" (115).

Sexton accepted Orne as a surrogate parent, filling the role
which her dead aunt and confidante, Nana, had served throughout
her childhood (Middlebrook 38).

She believed his words to be

truth which she must accept without question.
became psychologically dependant on him.

Furthermore, she

When he would leave for

an extended vacation, she would frequently have minor mental
breakdowns or threaten suicide because of her fear of being
without her therapy sessions (202).

In 1964, preceding Orne•s

impending departure from the Boston area, sexton frantically
wrote letters to her friends, complaining of her fear and misery
regarding his leaving.

In a January 1964 letter to Anne Clarke,

a psychiatrist, Sexton wrote,

11

thinks he will••• I have had it.

• • •

if he goes next Sept. and he

I can't make it (the intense

trust, the transference all over AGAIN)•••Anne!
me!" (Sexton 229).

Help

Feeling abandoned and helpless, Sexton was

furious that Orne would leave.
dated April

Please!

In another letter to Clarke,

a, 1964, she declared:
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Martin goes.

Sooner than I thought!

love goes too soon.

Oh too soon!

My life is leaving me.

My

I love him

God damn it ••. he is my friend at court...July he goes.
He told me last night tho [sic] I blocked my ears and
sobbed, still he took my hands away and told me (though
he held one hand because he is gentle and loves me too
in his way, his very real way) •.•He is my mother-dadNana and when he goes part of my life goes.

(Sexton

240)

sexton recognized her complete dependence upon Orne and how much
he had become the parental figure which she desperately needed.
Furthermore, having commanded her to write, he had then used her
poetry to offer approval, something she constantly desired and
which enabled her to understand herself better.
Orne•s encouragement initiated a more substantive, focused
quest for God.

Because therapy could not provide the complete

healing which she sought, she began pursuing other forms of
salvation from the mental torment.

In a letter to w. D.

Snodgrass dated May, 1963, she explained, "My doctor says I'm
running from therapy.

I didn't know it when I

He's right.

accepted but I guess he is right.

All I think is that I've got

to make it, stay well enough and all••. " (Sexton 164).

Although

she continued with therapy for the majority of the remainder of
her life, Sexton more and more fervently sought God as the means
by which to cure her mental illness.
Following her discussion of Orne and his healing abilities,
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sexton turned to Christ as a means of reaching God.

Beginning

with several poems from All My Pretty Ones (1962), especially "In
the Deep Museum," and continuing through, for example, "Flee on
Your Donkey," "Suicide Note," and "Sylvia's Death" from
�

(1966),

Live or

she merges with Christ to gain and employ His

miraculous powers.

By becoming a Christ-figure herself, she

possesses the ability to make life-or-death decisions, grant
salvation, and come closer to God.
confined by sexuality or gender.

Yet sexton's deity is not
She entertains thoughts of a

Higher Power similar to the Christian God with attending or
welcoming souls to the after-life; however, this Being might not
be masculine, as is commonly attributed to the Christian God.
This godly figure who is her ultimate goal is specifically hinted
at in a poem from Live or Die, "Somewhere in Africa,"

in which

she creates a female divinity to escort the dead body of her
mentor, John Holmes, to a peaceful after-life.
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Chapter Two
Anne S exton in her poetry continually sought a religious

fi g ure, eith
er Christ or God, with whom she could have a
relationship that brought redemption and resurrection.

However,

her lack of conviction paradoxically necessitated she create a
God in whom she could believe.

She began to do so by portraying

herself as a Christ-figure in her poetry; consequently, she would
not only achieve redemption or spiritual peace, but also possess
the power of resurrection, the ability to rise from the grave
following death and to seek a transcendent affinity with the
Higher Being.
Despite her own lack of belief in the Christian
God and her disillusionment with male-authority figures, she
attempts in Live o Die to become a Christ figure by uniting with
r
th e son of God. In a sense, therefore, Live or Die is an

ev aluation of her own death-sentence; she clearly discusses
suicide.

However, the perfect death for her is one from which

she can rise, as Christ did.
Critics such as ostriker and George assert that sexton
merely identifies with the dying Christ because they share mental
ang uis h and physical pain.

However, Sexton does not merely

associate with Christ as a person because of His self-sacrifice,
pain, and suf fering.

on the contrary, in All My Pretty ones, she

begins to merge with Christ, starting with "In The Deep Museum,"

which describes the savior in the tomb following the crucifixion.
This mergence, however, changes in "Somewhere in Africa" from
Live or

Die.

Here sexton proves that the Christ-figure could not

....
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prevent the death of John Holmes from cancer; therefore, she
must, instead, place her mentor in the care of a female-demigod.
Finally, in selected poems from Live or Die, she merges with
Christ so she can save herself from self-destruction.

However,

she does not allow herself to be the benevolent, merciful Christ
who is all-forgiving and loving.

A cynicism prevails as she

recognizes her own failure not just to prevent the deaths, but
also her inability to resurrect her friends and fellow poets.
sexton's mergence with Christ begins with All My Pretty
Ones, specifically the poems "Mercy for The Greedy," "For God
While Sleeping," and "In the Deep Museum from," which reveal a
steady movement towards becoming Christ-like.

ostriker believes

that "In the Deep Museum," in particular, depicts sexton's
identification with Christ, not a mergence with Him.

However,

Live or Die displays the mergence of sexton with the Christ
figure, not simply in His suffering but also in other allusions,
including the donkey ride into Jerusalem preceding His self
sacrifice or suicide.

Although she successfully unites with

Christ in Live or Die, subsequent poetry books reveal her
abandonment of the son of God because both His humanity and
masculinity are flawed, not divine.

In a section of The Book of

Folly (1972), titled "The Jesus Papers," sexton discusses
Christ's childhood, but she does not praise the future savior
attempt to merge with Him.

or

Rather, her imagery focuses on

Christ's genitalia, rejecting the human, male Christ in favor of
the elusive, spiritual God who can replace the flawed patriarchal
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f igures who
have surrounded her life.
sexton's father, to whom
0s triker and
George link sexton's God, possibly sexually abused
her as a child and young adult.
In her therapy sessions, she
c l aim ed her
father entered her room, fondled her, and possibly
engaged in
intercourse with her.
The only surviving member of
the Harvey fam
ily, the middle daughter, Blanche, denied the
possible incest
(Middlebrook 56).
Sexton in her letters and interviews revealed a need for God

and Christ;
however, her desire was not based on a Christian
faith.

In letters to Brother Dennis Farrell, a monk, written

between Decembe
r, 1961 and March, 1963

(during which she composed

so me of the poems
collected in Live or Die), she continually
refer red to Christ
and God and her need for a relationship with
them. However, this affinity is not akin to the worshipful
relationships Christians have with God.

In a letter to Farrell

dated December 22, 1961, she states,
I wish that I knew God better.

I guess that your

letter, and all that goes with it, has made me want to
write a poem •.•or to pray ••••

I am still, in the dark,

thinking more than I can type•••all I can say is that I
have been wearing that crucifix and I wish it would
talk to me.

(Sexton 129)

She desires to be with God without entering into the orthodoxy
surrounding organized religion.

Her relationship with God and

His Son develops in her poetry a more personalized communion.
Her poetic talents allow her to stretch the generalized belief of
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Chris
· t as the s
avior who, alone, can grant salvation,
res urrecting
the soul from the dead body. However, Sexton, as
Chr ist, would
possess the ability to control destiny for herself
an d her contempo
raries.
Sexton, in short, does not want the traditional Christ
Up held by both the Bible and Christians. Rather, she wants the
m iraculous abil
ities with which He is endowed; to do this, she
must become Chris
t through her poetry.

She confesses to this

psy chological need in
the interview with Kevles, admitting that
"W hen I was Christ, I
felt like Christ.

My arms hurt, I

desperately wanted to pull them off the cross.

When I was taken

down off the Cross, and buried alive, I sought solutions; I hoped
they were Christian solutions" (Sexton 104).

Indirectly, Sexton

e xp lains her attem
pts to become Christ, especially through the
p oetry in

All My Pretty ones and Live or Die.

In "With Mercy for the Greedy," "For God While Sleeping" and
"In the Deep Museum," respectively, Sexton deliberates initially
on the question of faith in Christ, then associates with Christ,
and finally climaxes with the beginning of the mergence with
Christ, later manifested in Live or Die.

The discussion of

conviction begins "With Mercy for the Greedy," where she spurns
not only Christ but also the catholic means of prayer by using
rosary beads.
can ' t.

She writes that "I pray to its shadow.•• /But I

Need is not quite belief'' (Sexton 62).

She rejects

organized, doctrinal religion with its rituals and standardized
statements of belief.
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sexton identifies with Christ in "For God While Sleeping,"
when she calls Him a "Skinny man," telling Him, "you are
somebody's fault" (Sexton 63).

In her lifetime, she similarly

felt that she had been an "accident" or "mistake."

George states

that ''It is Christ as a fellow sufferer, as man-God, who often
expresses Sexton's central concern with soul/body configurations,
and especially with the potentially adversarial relationship of
•self' to 'body' (60).

The Christ-figure allows her to transcend

the physical and the spiritual not only through connections, but
also through the mergence with Christ.

In addition, George

explains that
When Christ is the dying man, he is the poet's dark
self, the wooden bird, the skinny man, forever hanging
on the cross and chained to the tree.

In a neat turn

on the delayed resurrection promised by Christ's
sacrifice, sexton makes resurrection bodily and
immanent here:
himself.
self.

Christ as a lover redeems her and

on the cross, he remains Sexton's surrogate

(63)

sexton identifies with Christ because of the nature of His death,
a suicidal self-sacrifice.

Finally, her mergence with Christ

continues in "In the Deep Museum."
"In the Deep Museum" begins sexton's unification with Christ
as an empowered figure who escapes death.

Within this poem, she

adopts Christ as a persona through the use of the personal
pronoun "I."

In the interview with Ames, sexton explains,. "I
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spent about two months thinking about Christ, and how he would
speak, and I got to the point where I even believed I was Christ,
in order to write ["In The Deep Museum"J--not with my rational
mind, but with my emotional sensibility, I became Christ" (126).
sexton confesses to this union between herself and the Son of
God, allowing for the personal tone and diction within the poem.
Yet sexton's lack of faith is seen when she states, "How can I
pray?/It is panting; it is an odor with a face/like the skin of a
donkey.

It laps my sores" (Sexton 64).

Retelling the biblical

story of Christ's ascension from the grave, she reinterprets the
story, depicting Christ within the tomb awaiting the rats which
will eventually consume His body.

She recognizes Christ's

humanity through His inability to prevent the destruction of His
body by vermin.

Sexton, as a Christ-figure, is limited only to

attempting to rise from the grave, which is ultimately
unsuccessful in both "In The Deep Museum" and later in Live
.12ig_.

or

The images of Christ's sufferings on the cross as well as

other allusions to His life prevail throughout Live or Die,
especially in "Live," in which she evaluates whether or not she
shall live or die.
sexton's need for ultimate re-birth following death appears
in "Somewhere in Africa," an elegy for her teacher, John Holmes.
Holmes was sexton's first teacher; she attended his poetry
workshop, where she subsequently met Maxine Kumin, her best
friend, from 1956 to 1958.

To resurrect his memory, she creates

a female goddess who protects Holmes as he moves into the after-
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life.

Sexton rejects the Christian male-God and designs a female

deity who exhibits strength, skill, and power.

The woman-god

would be
••• some tribal female who is known but forbidden
Let there be this God who is a woman who will place you
waist
moist with palm oil and sweat, a woman of some virtue
and wild breasts, her limbs excellent, unbruised and
chaste.
Let her take you••••
She will have you now, you whom the funeral cannot
kill.

(Sexton 107)

This feminine god possesses all the qualities attributed to the
Christian God; she is able to save Holmes from ultimate death.
Although this deity is not masculine, she exudes the same
spiritual traits attributed to the Christian God.

The female-god

takes Holmes and allows him to escape death, or at least the
physical actions following death, the burial and eventual
decomposition.
However, in other poems of Live or Die, Sexton leaves behind
the ultimate female god (who can save only Holmes) in favor of
Christ, who offers salvation and resurrection to all.

sexton

becomes Christ, merging with Him, not associating or identifying
with Him as Ostriker asserts.

In "Flee on Your Donkey," she

parallels Christ's entrance to Jerusalem on the donkey.
"Flee on Your Donkey" narrates a traumatic breakdown in
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orne's office, relating the events through allusions to Christ.
She compares Orne to Christ: "But you, my doctor, my enthusiast,
were better than Christ;" however, she then reinforces her
unification with Christ begun in All My Pretty ones (Sexton 100).
In the poem's final stanza, she commands herself, "Anne,
Anne/flee on your donkey" (Sexton 104).

This image directly

correlates to two references in "Suicide Note" in which she
explains,
Once upon a time
my hunger was for Jesus.
Oh my hunger!

My hunger!

Before he grew old
he rode calmly into Jerusalem
in search of death.

(Sexton 158)

George focuses on how sexton "thinks of [Christ] as a fellow
suicide who �rode calmly in search of death,' before he got old"
(141).

Christ was aware of His destined self-sacrifice before He

entered Jerusalem.
suicide attempt.

similarly, sexton had rituals preceding each
At one such effort, she entered Orne•s office

carrying her suicide tools:

her Great-Aunt's picture, her

sleeping pills, barbiturates, and a razor to insure death
(Middlebrook 203).

Her unification with Christ through their

shared need for suicide evidences itself in a later section of
"Suicide Note" when she writes,
I will go now
without old age or disease,

1�=-"------------------------��=-
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wildly but accurately,
knowing my best route,
carried by that toy donkey I rode all those years.
(Sexton 158)
By uniting the one image from "Flee on Your Donkey" and the two
images from "Suicide Note," Sexton does identify with Christ.
Yet the identification becomes a union through the command in
"Flee on Your Donkey" and the direct reference to her own donkey
ride ("that toy donkey I rode all those years"), both of which
precede her suicide attempt in "Suicide Note."
explains, "In several poems, 'Anne' remains•••.

As George
The effect is

not so much a depersonalized excision of the self but the
creation of a larger space for us to envision the speaker who
might be Anne and might also be someone else, not only this woman
but any suicide fantasies of identification with Christ•..• "
(95).

Sexton, by using "I" and demanding escape from life in the

mental institution on a donkey, reinforces her mergence with
Christ.

Furthermore, in "Suicide Note" she merges with Christ

through the image of seeking death following a donkey ride.

She

is not Anne sexton merely associating with Christ because they
both shared similar experiences, approaching a self-sacrificial
or suicidal death on a donkey; she is the Sexton-Christ-figure
attempting to exercise divine power.

In addition, George

explains that
If everyone has his own death waiting, if we are only
riding "to this," the speaker will choose her own
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moment, without the infirmities of old age or disease,
just as the earlier [poetry] suggests Christ did when
he rode into Jerusalem••••
ride on a donkey.

And like Christ, she will

Three years before the composition

of "Suicide Note," Sexton had ridden her donkey out of
madness and out of ••• the mental hospital•..•Now she
rides the same beast out of life •••• (142)
These experiences catalyze Sexton to become not just the female
god saving John Holmes in "Somewhere in Africa," but also the
sexton-Christ-figure who determines the salvation/resurrection
for herself at the end of Live or Die.
sexton's unification with Christ, such that she becomes her
own redeemer, is seen through the poems "Mother and Jack and the
Rain," "Sylvia's Death," and "Live."

Within these works, she

directly parallels herself and Christ, thereby in effect becoming
a Christ-figure.

However, at the conclusion of "Sylvia's Death,"

she realizes her inability to resurrect Sylvia Plath from death.
Upon recognition of her lack of divine powers over other people,
Sexton abandons the use of Christ as a miracle worker for her
colleagues, focusing on self-redemption in "Live."

Although she

realizes she can not resurrect herself and others, similar to
Christ's failure in "In The Deep Museum," she maintains the
sexton-Christ mergence through "Live" to use her spiritual powers
upon herself and her immediate surroundings.
In "Mother and Jack and the Rain," Sexton demolishes the
control originally held over her by her mother and her past
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boyfriend, Jack McCarthy, a young man who her mother especially
approved of and liked.

Sexton makes herself into the Christ

figure; at the end of the poem, she states, "[I] conjure up my
daily bread, to endure,/somehow to endure" (Sexton 111).

She

rewords the traditional Lord's Prayer, "Give us this day our
daily bread," to make it self-reflective into "my daily bread."
She wields the prayer/poem through her own power as the Christ
figure.

By creating her own "daily bread, to endure," she

demonstrates her own divine abilities to survive (Sexton 111).
"Sylvia's Death," similar to "Somewhere in Africa," attempts
to grant resurrection to others.

Sexton and Plath became

aquainted in 1959 when they took Robert Lowell's poetry writing
class together.

Following the class, they would go to a

Bostonian bar in the Ritz, discussing suicide and various methods
of suicide with which they experimented in the past (Middlebrook
107).

In "Sylvia's Death," Sexton aspires to resurrect Plath

from her suicidal death by placing herself in a crucifixion
image: "And I only say/with my arms stretched out into that stone
place" (127).

Sexton thereby becomes the Christ-figure who

redeems and raises Plath from the grave.

However, Sexton, as the

Christ-figure, reminiscent of "In The Deep Museum," recognizes
miracles are not possible.

Despite Sexton's self-imposed

crucifixion which, if correctly mimicking the Christian myth also
results in the renewal of life three days later, Plath never
escapes eternal death and is buried.

Similar to "In The Deep

Museum," in which sexton-Christ could not prevent the body's
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consumption by rats, the Sexton-Christ-figure here cannot
resurrect Plath from the grave spiritually or physically.
A lthough Sexton merges with Christ, becoming Him on the cross so
both share the traumatic and painful experiences ("And I only
say/with my arms stretched out into that stone place"), she does
not have the miracles allotted to Him.
resurrect Plath.

Sexton is not able to

However, she maintains herself as a Christ

figure in "Live," the final poem of Live or Die.
In "Live," sexton evaluates her existence, deciding in a
Christ-like manner to preserve herself.

She wields Christ's

power and demands she shall embrace life to preserve the lives of
those surrounding her, regardless of how unimportant they are.
Through her mergence with Christ, reminiscent of divine
intervention, she prevents the death of the Dalmatian puppies
which her dog had borne.

Sexton states,

So I say Live
and turn my shadow three times round
to feed our puppies as they come,
the eight Dalmatians we didn't drown
Despite the pails of water that waited
to drown them, to pull them down like stones••.• (169)
Sexton commands the puppies to live, although the water was
originally intended to kill them.

Sexton, as a Christ-figure,

governs life and death, although not resurrection because the
puppies never die.

Therefore, both at the conclusion of the poem

and the book, she states in her Christ-like authority that she
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shall "Live, Live because of the sun,/the dream, the excitable
gift" (Sexton 170).

Her usage of sun imagery, symbolizing Christ

as the Son of God, subtly renews her bond with Christ as she, now
a deity, commands herself to live and be reborn from her suicidal
past.
Although Sexton does merge with Christ within selected poems
from All My Pretty ones and in Live or Die, she abandons the
Christ figure in the later collections of poetry, especially .T.h.e.
Book of Folly.

Following Live or Die, she published Love Poems

in 1969 and Transformations in 1971.

Neither Christ nor the

Sexton-Christ figure is prominent or developed further in these
books.

Love Poems focuses on the re-awakening to sexuality,

sensuality, and eroticism.

In this book, sexton concentrates on

the art of love-making, or giving love and compassion to others,
including her children (Middlebrook 299-300).

In

Transformations, she re-tells the Brothers Grimm's fairy tales,
inspired by observing Linda Gray sexton continually re-reading
the book (Sexton 147-148).

The book's primary figures are the

witches, not the heroes or heroines.

Middlebrook further

observes that these "Fairy tales deal with the struggle of
children to overcome giants, ogres, and witches, often to satisfy
the wishes of kings and queens by undergoing terrible ordeals"
(337).

In Transformations, sexton battles against her own inner

struggles, including her mental illness and suicidal depression.
Although the Christ figure does not develop further in either
Love Po ems or Transformations, she herself could, unconsciously
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drawing parallels to Christ when He was in the wilderness,
challenging temptation and sin.

Finally, sexton returns to Him

in "The Jesus Papers" from The Book of Folly.
In this section, she discusses Christ's childhood, focusing
on His humanity, anatomy, and actions.

She, once more, reshapes

the biblical stories of Christ to create her own mythology of
Jesus, His childhood, and miraculous abilities.

Her images

revolve around Christ's genitals; she does not merge with Him so
as to gain divine power.

Rather, she deliberately depicts Christ

through masculine attributes or motions, condemning and rejecting
Him.

In "Christ Awake," she describes the young Christ and how

"His sex was sewn onto Him like a medal,/and His penis no longer
arched with sorrow over Him" (Sexton 338).

She degrades his

sexuality through her sarcastic tone and her simile comparing the
male sexual organs to awards or honors reserved only for men.
Later, in "Jesus Asleep," sexton recounts Christ's masturbating
as he entertains incestuous thoughts of his mother, Mary:
He desired Mary,
His penis sang like a dog,
but He turned sharply away from that play
like a door slamming.

(Sexton 339)

The imagery of Christ's inability to satisfy his own needs
transforms the traditionally pious conception of Christ into a
human, male being.

Her judgement of Christ becomes more obvious

in "Jesus Raises Up the Harlot," when He supposedly redeems or
forgives the woman.

Her diction depicts Christ's acts as
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sexually violent.
twice.

As He forgives the prostitute, "He lanced her

on the spot./He lanced her twice on each breast,/pushing

His thumbs in until the milk ran out" (Sexton 340).

Christ's

actions towards the woman are brutal and unnecessarily rough,
revealing sexton's disgust for the human, male son of God.
Middlebrook explains that "In reducing Jesus to suffering in a
body, sexton again and again ran up a against a theological
problem:

Jesus had the body of a man"(352).

Because Christ is

male, exuding no love or respect for women outside of His sexual
desires for Mary, He cannot be the deity with whom Sexton merges
to be divine.

Therefore, "After 'The Jesus Papers,' [Sexton]

abandons the effort to identify with Christ (the symbol of
redemption) or Jesus (The man who sacrificed himself)•••" (353).
Sexton rejects Christ because of His masculinity, abandoning her
need for resurrection or salvation through Him.

Consequently, to

experience the spiritual miracles reserved for a Higher Power,
she seeks a stronger, heavenly being--God.
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Chapter Three
The Awful Rowing Towards God (1975) begins and ends with
sexton rowing a boat towards an island God inhabits; she
successfully finds her God and plays poker with Him.

Critics

ostriker and George both believe sexton's quest a failure because
her Higher Power has the masculine pronoun "He" and the deity
beats her in the card game, laughing at her failure.

Despite

their assertion, the triumph is sexton's not because she
discovers a God she has sought throughout her life and career,
but also because her God is unique and different from the
biblical deity.

Sexton merely uses the Christian model to mold

new identities for the Father, making Him personalized.

She

concludes her quest, ending the poetry book with her triumph in
"The Rowing Endeth" when, having found Him, she relinquishes her
destiny to Him, understanding He has ultimate control.
During her life, Sexton did not have any strong relationship
with a church or specific denomination.

As a child, she attended

the Wellesley Congregational Church (Middlebrook 8).

However, as

she aged, she pulled away from traditional religion and its
doctrines regarding God, Christ, and sin.

She did have

relationships with various religious figures:

Brother Dennis

Farrell, her pen-pal who was a monk; Ruth Soter, a Catholic
friend to whom "With Mercy for the Greedy" is dedicated; and
finally Father Dunn, a catholic priest who showed Sexton how
religion is personal.

In the Fitz Gerald interview, she relates

a conversation she had with Dunn concerning God and her lack of
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piousness:

"I said to Father Dunn, 'Look, I'm not sure I believe

in God, anyway.•

And he was sitting there just reading my poems

to me, and he said, 'Your typewriter is your altar.' I said, 'I
can't go to church.
prayers'" (190).
personal being.

I can't pray.• He said 'Your poems are your

Father Dunn enabled sexton to see God as a
Through her poetic techniques, sexton finds a

God whom she designs and, therefore, accepts.
Although previous books of poetry concentrated either on Dr.
Orne, her therapist, who is a healing figure but who cannot stall
her decline, or Christ, with whom she merges yet rejects because
of his humanity and masculinity, she nevertheless seeks God, the
spiritual Father.

Though she did not practice any form of

organized religion, she desired a poetic communion with God, who
enables her to transcend the physical, tangible world and to
enter the spiritual realm He inhabits.

In a letter dated July

16, 1962, she even associated Brother Dennis Farrell with God,
stating, "Your letters give me many things..• an aura of yourself,
of God, of a different life, of a constant friend" (Sexton 142).
Sexton does not seek the God Christians fear and worship; rather,
she quests for a more personalized God, one whom she conceived
and created by her own standards and conditions.

However, her

needs are paradoxical because she desires to know a God in whom
she does not have any real belief.

In a letter to Farrell dated

February 12, 1962, she discusses her inability to find God,
confessing that she is

11 • • •

a fool•••most poets are fools•.•but

for some reason I love faith, but have none" (Sexton 137).

Her
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lack of belief hinders her from finding the God she successfully
discovers at the end of The Awful Rowing Towards God.

Therefore,

if she cannot find a God in whom she believes, Sexton must create
In a letter dated December 26, 1962, she wrote to Farrell,

one.

explaining that "I think the poet tries to be God••••"(Sexton
153).

The poet, through a God-like manner, creates, refines, and

manipulates worlds, dealing out life and death without remorse.
In "Rowing," the first poem of The
Sexton details the quest's beginning.

Awful Rowing Towards God,

Middlebrook explains that

Sexton "framed the book in two poems that provided beginning and
end, as of a narrative:

�Rowing' and �The Rowing Endeth.' The

poems between were short, loosely organized explosions of
imagery ••• " (366).

In "Rowing," Sexton asserts she searches for

a "God [that) was there like an island I had not rowed to,/still
ignorant of Him, my arms and my legs worked/but I grew, I grew"
(Sexton 417).

Although she seeks a God in whom she struggles to

believe, she maintains her search for Him "though the oarlocks
stick and are rusty" (417).

The quest's purpose is to

••• get rid of the rat inside of me,
the gnawing pestilential rat.
God will take it with his two hands
and embrace it.

(418)

Sexton confidently believes she shall discover the God of her
creation who will love her regardless of her evil and accept her
faults, including her promiscuous sexuality, mental illness, and
suicidal impulses.
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Despite Sexton's declared intent to find a Higher power, she
struggles to understand this deity.

In "The civil War," she

states,
I will take a crowbar
and pry out the broken pieces of God in me.
Just like a jigsaw puzzle,
I will put Him together again
with the patience of a chess player.

(418)

She takes her broken-down deity and gives it different
identities, including "a whore/in a slime of green algae"; "an
old man/staggering out of His shoes"; or "a child/all naked,/even
without skin" (419).

Although she enumerates the multiple forms

her God takes, she concludes,
But I will conquer them all
and build a whole nation of God
in me--but united,
build a new soul,
dress it with skin•••• (Sexton 419)
Her divine being is unique and separate from the orthodox,
Christian God.

Reminiscent of the female demi-goddess from

"Somewhere in Africa" (Live or

Die), Sexton redefines the

Christian Father to make a God of her own design.

In the Fitz

Gerald interview, she explains that "I've called it:
God.

I call it, 'my funny God"' (Sexton 190).

him, she

Her Higher Power

is without gender, making Him invulnerable to her sexual powers
over men.
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Although sexton's God is loving, He remains spiritually and
Physically above humankind.

In "The Earth," she explains that

"God owns heaven/but He craves the earth" (Sexton 431).

He

resides above the world and humankind; however, He desires to be
a m on g them:
God loafs around heaven,
without a shape
but He would like to smoke His cigar
or bite His fingernails
and so forth.

(Sexton 431)

Her deity must become flesh for Sexton to maintain a relationship
w ith Him.
Christ.

However, the flesh God varies greatly from the flesh
As described in "The Jesus Papers" from The Book of

Folly, the flesh Christ is both human and masculine; His only
love is sexually directed towards Mary.
other women.

He violently strikes

However, sexton's flesh God is not sexual, although

she refers to Him primarily through the masculine pronoun.

In

"When Man Enters woman," she discusses how humankind seeks God
through sexual intercourse, finding Him at orgasm.

However, God,

in His asexuality, disconnects Himself from the lovers and the
couple from one another.

Sexton writes,

This man,
this woman
with their double hunger,
have tried to reach through
the curtain of God
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and briefly they have,
though God
in his perversity
unties the knot. (428)
Sexton's God is elusive, but discoverable; she recognizes her
ability to find Him, and she triumphs in "The Rowing Endeth."
In this poem,

sexton searches for her almighty God to whom

she relates and entrusts herself.

Ostriker believes that "she

hurls herself again and again into a contest that her own poetry
should have showed her she could not win, trying to imagine-
tying to experience--a God she could both believe in and be loved
by" (15).

Ostriker asserts Sexton cannot discover God because of

her inability to bridge the gap between the physical with the
metaphysical, declaring that "Sexton wants to imagine God as
simultaneously transcendent within all flesh" (16).

Ostriker

concludes that Sexton cannot reach God at His isolated island
because of her inability to make the imaginative leaps required
to experience the spiritual, though conceding that "The Rowing
Endeth" is "intended to be a happy ending" (16).

However,

ostriker considers the poem's conclusion ambiguous because of the
"wild card" God uses to win the card game.

She states,

To my ear there is something appalling in such an
ending.

Is the "lucky love" of that dreadfully last

line supposed to be the wild card God triumphs with?
What I hear sounds like a grotesque attempt to placate
and conciliate a God of our Fathers who is being
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experienced as atrocious, brutal, a betrayer.
(Ostriker 17)

The poem is a
"happy ending" because the poem's last stanza,
d i s cus sing the
poker game's outcome, is not sexton's horrific
d e fe at at God' s
hands. She accomplishes her quest to locate God,
as seen in the concluding poem, "The Rowing Endeth." Rather,
Se xton 's tone is
humorous; she appreciates the joke God has at
h er e xpense.

She celebrates her quest's success in the poem's

fi nal stanza, stating,
Dearest dealer,
I with my royal straight flush
love you so for your wild card
that untamable eternal gut-driven ha-ha
and lucky love. (Sexton 474)
In the Fitz Gerald interview, sexton explains the ending and her
triumph over the elusive God.

She states,

11 • • •

he is laughing:

he is slumped over me laughing, and I'm laughing.
me; we bot h won!" (190).

He didn't beat

She does not condemn God, because the

patriarchal, male figure perpetuates the male-dominance against
which she struggles.

sexton recognizes God's greatness, because

He controls her destiny, resting within the knowledge that she
successfully gained the peace denied to her throughout her life.
She does not fail because she cannot transcend the physical with
the spiritual; rather, she succeeds because, like the creation of
the Sexton-Christ-figure, she fashions a God she can accept and
with whom she can sustain a relationship.

This affinity is not
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b ased on the
strictured dogma of Christian religion.

Rather, it

al l ow s for Fath
er and daughter to play with destiny, symbolized
by th e ca rd game
. Finally, Sexton trusts her version of the
Father-God, althoug h He cheats. The word "lucky," which
alienates Ostriker, has a double meaning in which sexton is
fortunate to have found God, and God is blessed to be able to
control her fate.
Sexton's triumph ironically evidences itself through her
suicide.

During her life, her suicide attempts were frantic,

c haotic sequences during which she would consistently attempt
overdoses of her prescription medications and alcohol while
clutching her great-aunt's picture.

on October 4, 1974, Sexton

committed suicide by carbon monoxide poisoning.

As opposed to

the dramatic events which normally surrounded the past efforts,
Sexton did not draw attention to her decision.

During the day,

she gave a birthday present to Louise Conant, a good friend, and
dined with Maxine Kumin, a fellow poet and writer, neither of
which suspected the day's outcome.

Following the day's

activities, sexton committed suicide.

She neither left a suicide

note, nor told anyone of her intentions.

Furthermore, she did

not follow the normal routine of the past suicide attempts.
Anne Sexton uses her poetry to allow herself to experience
the divine through a mergence with Christ, beginning with the
associations from All My Pretty ones and ending in the mergence
with Live or Die.

She does not merely associate or identify with

Christ because she understands His sufferings or the resignation
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a s He approa
ches His suicidal death via the donkey ride into
Jerus alem.
Rather, she merges with Christ, as noted in various
int erv iews,
and becomes a Christ-figure who determines life or
death for herself.

In her mergence with Christ to attempt to

either to resurrect her friends, unsuccessfully, or then
eventu ally to
renew herself through the affirmation of her life,
she realizes that
she can not become divine. However, in "The
Jesus Papers," from The Book of Folly, she abandons the figure of
the Son of God
after recognizing his flaws stemming from his male
gender.
He is not truly capable of being the great deity endowed
with spiritual powers.

Therefore, Sexton begins the final stage

of her quest to search only for the spiritual Father.
her God is not the Christian, biblical Father.

However,

After

experimenting with deities of varying gender, she creates an
asexual being who is not threatening to her own sensuality.
Therefore, she succeeds in her quest for God in The Awful

Rowing

Towards God, finding Him on the isolated island, and plays poker
with Him.

Upon concluding the poem, "The Rowing Endeth," Sexton

gains the peace to which she has been searching throughout her
previous books of poetry in which the franticness of mental
illness, affairs, and other life-situations have robbed her.
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